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The development of the building at 3478 Burnet Avenue in the 
heart of the Burnet Avenue Business District in Avondale will 
play an essential role in the revitalization of the business district.  
This report examines the ways in which site design can effect the 
streetscape of the Burnet corridor and provide a destination for both 
the residents of Avondale and the employees of the surrounding 
institutions.  This report is part of a larger project of the Uptown 
Consortium in conjunction with the Community Design Center to 
place a restaurant on the site, the goal of which is the betterment of 
the communities of which the members of Uptown Consortium are 
part.

Background
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Introduction

Burnet Avenue in Avondale displays the great disparity in wealth and investment between the rapidly expanding 
Children’s Hospital complex along Erkenbrecher and the struggling community and business district one block 
north.  In 2006, Uptown Consortium, a non-profit community development corporation created by the Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center, the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden, The Health Alliance of Greater 
Cincinnati, TriHealth, Inc. and the University of Cincinnati, sought to bridge this gap and use their influence to bring 
back the community.  

In the summer of 2009, the Uptown Consortium solicited the Community Design Center for architectural 
consultation on a pair of projects aimed at developing the business district by renovating currently unoccupied 
storefronts and filling them with locally owned and operated businesses.  The CDC has since been working closely 
with Uptown Consortium and Avondale community groups to design and open a restaurant at the intersection of 
Burnet and Rockdale Avenues.

  Source: Goody Clancy, Burnet Avenue Revitalization Strategy 2005
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Included in the plans that the consortium produced with the help of the Boston based architecture and planning 
firm Goody Clancy was a call for neighborhood-oriented retail and the possibility of a quality restaurant, café, or 
bakery.  The Uptown Consortium now believes that a restaurant is the key to bringing business to Avondale, bridging 
the gap between the community and the hospital, and changing the face of their community.  The key to achieving 
these goals is to bring a restaurant to the Burnet Avenue Business District which is capable of becoming a destination 
in Cincinnati.  Unlike businesses which offer common products and therefore have a limited client base, quality 
restaurants are able to draw people from further distances in seek of good food.  Currently, the community only has 
fast food restaurants and is in need of a good sit-down establishment to serve the Avondale community.  The Uptown 
Consortium seeks to satisfy these needs with the services of a locally owned and operated restaurant which reflects 
the character of the community and which can fulfill the niche it has outlined.

The building chosen for this 
project is located at 3478 Burnet 
Avenue.  The structure will either 
be redesigned and rehabbed or 
torn down for a new building.  This 
report explores the former situation 
with the assumption that principles 
and lessons learned may be applied 
to the later situation if that becomes 
the case.  In either situation, the 
development will be in phases with 
the restaurant being built first with 
additional stories of housing above 
as well as more businesses down 
the street being built at subsequent 
stages.  Designing with this in mind, 
the business district can grow to 
appropriately meet demand and 
continue to evolve to meet the plans 
the consortium has created.

Source: Goody Clancy, Burnet Avenue Redevelopment Strategy 2005

District Gateways
District Streetscaping

Project Site:
3478 Burnet Ave

LEGEND
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Uptown Consortium

The Uptown Consortium is a non-profit community development corporation made up of Uptown’s five largest 
employers: Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden, The Health Alliance 
of Greater Cincinnati, TriHealth, Inc. and the University of Cincinnati. Uptown generally includes the neighborhoods 
of Avondale, Clifton, Clifton Heights, Corryville, Fairview, Mt. Auburn and University Heights. Together, the center 
city and Uptown compose the core of the region. The Consortium is dedicated to the human, social, economic and 
physical improvement of Uptown Cincinnati. The Consortium is undertaking a variety of investment and program 
activities in Uptown to help provide housing, health care and job opportunities

Uptown ConsortiUm’s objeCtives:

    1.    Unify Uptown’s culturally diverse neighborhoods and create a clear sense of place by    focusing on initiatives 
           for public safety, transportation, housing and home ownership, economic development and integrated social  
           services for neighborhood residents.
    2.    In Housing, create new and renovated housing and promote Uptown neighborhoods as vibrant communities  
           of “first choice” where people of diverse economic and cultural backgrounds live, work, learn, and play  
           together.
    3.    Promote Economic Development efforts through integrated strategies that address physical improvements to  
           housing, infrastructure, and commercial areas increasing community economic assets, and creation and  
           expansion of commercial, industrial, life sciences, healthcare and educational related services.
    4.    In Public Safety, ensure that Uptown is a safe, attractive and walkable community for its residents, employees,  
           students and visitors, and is welcoming to all.
    5.    In Transportation, create a clear sense of direction, distinct place and better access to neighborhoods, retail  
           centers and major institutions.

Uptown ConsortiUm’s bUrnet AvenUe revitAlizAtion plAn

The community of Avondale in Uptown Cincinnati is undergoing a significant transformation, thanks to thoughtful 
collaboration among Avondale residents, businesses and community leaders and organizations. The renewal of this 
historical urban environment includes a $45 million joint project of Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, 
the Avondale Community Council and the Uptown Consortium.

The consortium is serving as the master developer for the project, which encompasses a four- to five-block section of 
Burnet Avenue between Forest and Erkenbrecher avenues to the north and south, and Harvey and Drury avenues to 
the east and west.

Key elements of the redevelopment project, which commenced in late 2006, include:

    * The acquisition and demolition of nearly 50 vacant structures
    * The development of more than 60 units of new housing
    * A 45,000-square foot home for the Cincinnati Herald
    * A 950-space parking garage for use by Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
    * A new home for the Avondale Community Council
    * Additional mixed-use retail and office space

This aggressive redevelopment project will reclaim Burnet Avenue as a strong, healthy and diverse neighborhood 
known for its unique retail and cultural amenities. The design and permitting for the first phase of the revitalization 
process are currently nearing completion, with a ground breaking expected in summer 2007.
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Avondale Commerce 
Center
Burnet Avenue Redevelopment Team (BART) Plan

In September 2004, the Consortium partnered with the Burnet Avenue Revitalization Team 
(BART) for a workshop and design charrette to garner resident input on Burnet Avenue plan-
ning. More than 75 people were in attendance for the six hour charrette, which included mini-
seminars, small group discussions, an intense design and strategy 
session and a presentation by Goody Clancy & Associates, a nationally known urban planning 
firm that conducted the Burnet study on behalf of BART. Community input provided at the 
charrette has guided the consultants as they’ve shaped the revitalization of Burnet Avenue. 

Above is the current version of the BART plan, with the vacant store front and site highlighted.  
The site at 3478 Burnet Avenue has been identified as a potential space for a quality restaurant 
for the community and the city.  A development in this vacant lot is necessary to the vision of the 
Burnet Avenue Revitalization Team of the creation of a dense pedestrian friendly commercial 
district.  Building in this area provides the only development on that side of the street for the 
entire block, and has the potential to anchor both the open corner of Rockdale and Burnet as 
well as the green space. 

The BART plan recognizes and attempts to address the opportunities to Create a pedestrian-
friendly public realm that is the heart of the community, diversify land uses and create a healthy 
community, foster a new bridge between the institutions and the neighborhood, reconnect the 
surrounding residential blocks to Burnet Avenue, establish a phased strategy, create a series of 
“signature spaces” that celebrate the identity of this neighborhood, and connect the Rockdale 
School to its surrounding neighborhood.  Essential to this plan and the site strategy for this 
project is the establishment of a phased strategy, which is large enough to make a difference and 
achievable over time. 3478 Burnet Avenue

Site

Current Site Plan

Source: Goody Clancy, Burnet Avenue Revitalization Strategy 2005
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Principles of the BART Plan
1) Develop a bold plan “big enough” to make a real difference for the people who live and  
     work in the community.

	 •	Redevelop	as	much	of	Burnet	Avenue	as	is	feasible.
	 •	Create	buildings	with	enough	height	(3-5	or	more	floors)	to	attract	investment,	enable	ground	floor	 
                   neighborhood-oriented retail, and ensure the avenue is attractive.

2) Pay attention to safety—develop an action plan to take back Burnet for the neighborhood.

3) Create a unique identity for Burnet that celebrates the community and its culture.

	 •	Create	gateway	developments	where	Burnet	crosses	Forest	and	Ekenbrecher.
	 •	Preserve	and	redevelop	special	buildings	that	convey	a	sense	of	the	Avenue’s	rich	history	(e.g.,	the	RED	 
                  Building at the corner of Burnet and Rockdale).
	 •	Line	the	street	with	retail,	galleries,	community-based	organizations	like	the	Pride	Center,	and	other	uses	 
                  that serve the neighborhood and draw people to use and enjoy the avenue

4) Seek new development opportunities that celebrate Avondale’s and Burnet Avenue’s  
     “Afrocentric” character.

	 •	Include	projects	that	support	active	ground	floor	ethnic	and	cultural	uses.
	 •	Create	and	promote	opportunities	for	economic	inclusion.

5) Create places for people of all ages—including a proud new civic space on Burnet.

6) Seek uses that include neighborhood-oriented retail (possibly a quality restaurant, café, or  
     bakery).

7) Introduce housing, office, and other uses to support development that includes retail and  
     similar active, pedestrian-friendly, uses at street level.

8) Work with adjacent institutions to create opportunities for small businesses that can support      
     the institutions’ needs (cleaners, uniforms, workforce training, catering, others?)

9) Extend the benefits of revitalization to the entire neighborhood:

	 •	Seek	development	that	maximizes	job	opportunities	for	local	residents	 
    while expanding local business ownership.
	 •	Create	a	strategy	for	infill	housing.
	 •	Establish	programs	to	support	expanded	home	ownership.
	 •	Expand	access	to	home-improvement	loans.
	 •	Prepare	design	guidelines	for	Burnet	Avenue	and	the	rest	of	the	neighborhood.
 

10) Capitalize on the new school and the programs it offers— embrace the community-based  
       approach to the school and give the school a unique identity on Burnet Avenue.

11) Promote positive advertising for Burnet Avenue and Avondale—overcome the myths,  
       misconceptions, and advance our new vision.

12) Act now
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•	This	specific	program	is	catered	to	the	business	plan	of	Mrs.	Mincy,	
a perspective tenant for this project.
•	Mrs.	Mincy	expressed	concern	that	the	existing	building	at	3478	
Burnet Ave would not fulfill the space requirements of her business 
plan, even with a 2,500 sq. ft. addition.
•	This	plan	involves	eight	basic	components,	the	kitchen	and	
commissary, catering, shared kitchens, an event room, a restaurant, 
a pie and dessert retail area, and a small retail shop.  (A program of 
these spaces follows on the next page)
•	After	discussing	her	program,	our	initial	estimate	of	the	total	
square footage needed for this business plan became about 13,146 
sq. ft.  However, with further development and collaboration with 
Mrs. Mincy, we are certain that this number will shrink.

Tenant
Background
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Program of Spaces

Kitchen and Commissary:  4,000 sq. ft.
This is the main kitchen and cooking area that provides a base for the operation of all ancillary kitchens.  

•	 Walk-in	freezer
•	 Walk-in	refrigerator
•	 Dry	Storage	Area
•	 Prep	area	(Stainless-steel	tables)
•	 Baking	area	(4	convection	ovens,	1	pizza	oven)
•	 Frying	area	(4-6	Fryers)
•	 Large	kettle
•	 Tilt	skillet
•	 Mixing	area	(40	qt.	Mixers)
•	 3	compartment	sink
•	 Grease	trap
•	 Hand	sink
•	 Mop	&	utility	area	(Washer	and	Dryer)
•	 Dishwashing	area
•	 Pot	&	pan	storage	area

Catering Packaging and Pick-up:  600 sq. ft.
This room would provide for the staging, packaging, storing, and pick-up of catered goods.  Stainless 
steel tables make up the majority of the space for final collection of orders.  A refrigerator and freezer 
allow for storage of cold goods while shelves allow for other orders to be neatly stored.   A cash register 
would also be present in this room to allow pick-up and pay to be operated completely in the back of 
house.

• 2-door stainless-steel refrigerator
• 2-door stainless-steel freezer
• Shelving
• Stainless-steel tables
• Register

Total Programmed Space:  13,146 sq. ft.  
(Includes grossing increment)
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Shared Kitchens:  2,000 sq. ft. (5 kitchens @ 400 sq. ft. each)
Shared kitchens are available for rent by entrepreneurs and groups who have a temporary need for a 
commercial kitchen and also allow for more direct style teaching classes.  Each kitchen contains 
commercial grade equipment, required utility areas, and access to elements of the larger kitchen, such 
as the dishwasher.
 
• Convection oven
• 3 compartment sink
• Grease trap
• Hand sink
• Utility area
• Cabinets
• Upright stainless-steel single door refrigerator
• Upright stainless-steel single door freezer
• 4 burner stove with flat grill
• Fryer

Cooking Classroom:  560 sq. ft.
The classroom allows for seating of 24 observers and provides a mirror for viewing of the work surface 
of the kitchen.  This kitchen consists of residential cooking equipment and cabinet space for storage.  
Accommodations for video taping of a cooking show for community broadcast are also in 
consideration.
 
• Top freezer refrigerator
• Stove top and oven
• Microwave
• Double sink
• Hand sink
• Cabinets
• Tables (two tiers)
• Chairs

Offices:  360 sq. ft.
The offices provide a place for the planning and organization of the entire operation.  This consists of 
four desks in a shared room and a separate office for Aunt Flora (Mrs. Mincy).

• Desks
• Chairs
• Shelving
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Party/Event Room:  560 sq. ft.
This room provides a space that can be reserved for special events and birthdays.   The program of 
the space will be based on cooking activities for the participants. Minimal equipment will need to be 
placed in the room to accommodate these activities.

• Double sink
• Hand sink
• Top freezer refrigerator
• Tables
• Chairs

Restaurant Kitchen:  260 sq. ft.
This is an ancillary kitchen for the diner with the purpose of preparing short order foods.

• Counter
• 3 compartment sink
• Grease trap
• Convection oven
• 4 burner stove with flat grill
• 2 fryers
• 2-door stainless-steel refrigerator
• 2-door stainless-steel freezer

Retail/Dessert Carry out:  350 sq. ft.
This consists of an area for the retail sale of cooking needs such as aprons, caps, spices, and utensils, 
as well as a space for sale and display of pies and desserts.  In addition, a table in the shop provides 
a place for guest chefs and those who use the shared kitchens to hold a small demo and handout free 
samples.
 
• Register
• Glass door upright refrigerator
• Glass refrigerated pastry case
• Hand sink
• Counter
• Microwave
• Oven (possibly)
• Wall display
• Glass display
• Demo area
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Restaurant:  1,050 sq. ft.
Seating for 75 diners varying in types of seating.

Restrooms:  310 sq. ft.
Restaurant:  ADA compliant men’s and women’s restrooms with two water closets each and one water 
fountain
Classroom: One single occupant unisex handicap accessible restroom and one water fountain
Kitchen: One single occupant unisex handicap accessible restroom and one water fountain

Parking:  
26 spaces, one to be handicap van accessible

Loading/Waste/Recycling:
Outdoor space for delivery and pick-up parking as well as storage of waste and recyclable waste 
containers.

Urban Garden:
Space on the site not used by the programming of the restaurant is available for the placement of an 
urban garden, which would provide temporary infill in the business district until further development is 
proposed.
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Project 
Precedents

Kitchen Precedent

Cincinnati Cooks

Classroom Precedent

Cook’s Wares

Shared Kitchens Precedents

Chef’s Kitchens

Open Kitchen

Shared Kitchens

Bard Center for Entrepreneurship at U. of Colorado Denver
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Cincinnati Cooks Catering is a job training and catering 
program run by the Freestore Foodbank. Cincinnati Cooks is 
responsible for providing lunch to many of the city’s 
children’s programs, and handles many individual private 
catering events as well. The kitchen is designed around the 
process of making food in these larger quantities and uses 
most of the same equipment desired by the client for the 
Burnet Avenue project.

Kitchen Precedent
Cincinnati Cooks

425 Ezzard Charles Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45203
www.freestorefoodbank.org
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Kitchen flow diagram of the Cincinnati Cooks kitchen.
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Cook’s Wares, the area’s largest kitchenware store, has 
locations in Springboro and Cincinnati. The cooking 
classroom area is directly open to the store and becomes a 
main component of the entire space. The classroom set up 
is a prime example of the type of classroom that could be 
a strong element in the Burnet Avenue restaurant program. 
Two tiers of seating facilitates to easy viewing, with stool 
height seating in the back and regular seating in the front. 
The front of the classroom space is designated solely to the 
demonstration kitchen area, with enough room for an ample 
but not excessive cooking area. Cook’s Wares uses this 
kitchen to teach classes ranging from very basic children’s 
classes to cooking classes at a more advanced level.

Classroom Precedent
Cook’s Wares

11344 Montgomery Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45249
www.cookswaresonline.com
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Demonstration kitchen plan of Cook’s Wares instore classroom.
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Shared kitchens, or kitchen incubators as they are commonly 
called, are kitchens available for lease, generally at a set rate 
per hour. These kitchens are aimed at entrepreneurs who 
cannot afford their own kitchen and small establishments 
that are looking to grow their business and need more 
kitchen space until they can afford to expand. Shared 
kitchens can also draw in private businesses looking to make 
large quantities of food for bake sales, family gatherings, etc.

Some kitchens work as time shares with each customer 
purchasing some type of membership with a set number of 
hours and scheduling time in the venues, and paying extra 
for overages. Some facilities allow for hours to be purchased 
on an as needed basis after a customer has applied to their 
program and paid the application fee and security deposit.

Shared Kitchen
Precedents

Chef’s Kitchens - Los Angeles, California
  www.chefskitchens.com
Open Kitchen - Falls Church, Virginia
  www.openkitchenrental.com
Shared Kitchens - Atlanta, Georgia
  www.sharedkitchens.com
Bard Center for Entrepreneurship at U. of Colorado Denver
  thunder1.cudenver.edu/bard/incubator.htm
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Layout of kitchen incubators at the Bard Center at the University of Colorado, Denver.
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Pricing

Open Kitchen   kitchen size unknown
 $55/hour (3 hr minimum) + $50 flat fee + $55/hr overtime
 $500 security deposit

Chef’s Kitchen   1 kitchen at 1,100 sq ft and 4 kitchens at 400 sq ft
 Single/Part time use (8-64 hr/mo): $25/hr with a $200 minimum per month + $500 deposit
 Full time use: (64+ hr/mo): $16/hr with a $1,024 minimum per month + $1,000 deposit

Shared Kitchens   kitchen size unknown
 Platinum Membership (up to 80 hr/mo): $1,200 + $15/hr overtime
 Gold Membership (up to 40 hr/mo): $800 + $15/hr overtime
 Silver Membership (up to 20 hr/mo): $450 + $20/hr overtime
 Basic Membership (block of 50 hr/6 mo): $1,250 with a $25/hr base rate

Bard Center    exact kitchen sizes unknown
 Tiny room: $350/mo. rent 
 Small room: $500/mo. rent
 Medium room: $750/mo. rent
 Large room: $1,000/mo. rent

Most kitchens provide cold and dry storage facilities to members, especially to higher paying clients.
Kitchens also provide dish washing and cleaning needs.
More expensive plans are accompanied by scheduling preferences.
Kitchen sizes vary.
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Bubble Diagram

Client Bubble Diagram
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Proximity chart based on the space programming done with the client.
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Directly connected to the main kitchen.

Not directly connected to the main kitchen.

L O A D I N G  &  P A R K I N G

E N T R A N C E

KITCHEN
4000 sf

Dishwashing station is located
in the main kitchen and 

services the catering, shared 
kitchens, main kitchen and 

cooking classroom.

Bulk of large quantity food 
processing for catering.

COMMISSARY

CATERING PICK-UP
& PACKAGING

600 sf

RESTROOMS
220 sf

Seating for 75.

DINING AREA
1050 sf

DINER 
KITCHEN

260 sf

RETAIL/
CARRYOUT

350 sf
COOKING

CLASSROOM
560 sf

PARTY ROOM
560 sf

OFFICES
360 sf

SHARED KITCHENS
2000 sf (5 @ 400 sf. each)

SINGLE 
OCCUPANT

UNISEX
RESTROOM

45 sf

SINGLE 
OCCUPANT

UNISEX
RESTROOM

45 sf

Program bubble diagram.
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Original program diagram done by the client.


